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Industrial cluster is a common phenomenon. As a new kind of industrial 
organization, industry cluster has been the concern of economists. Different scholars 
explore the formation mechanism, competition advantage, gradual progress rule and 
innovative motivation of industrial cluster from different angles. However, until now 
there haven’t been few literatures which study cluster from the view of organization 
and bring it into the framework of division and production organization which are the 
traditional topics of political economics. Based on relevant literatures, viewing from 
the theory of division of political economics and starting from the organizational 
nature of industry cluster, this thesis tries to clarify that the nature of industry cluster 
is an interorganization which is between market and enterprise. Then, this thesis 
analyzes the organizational efficiency and organizational structure of cluster. 
Although this thesis draws some principles of the new institutional economics, it 
attempts to extend the theories of division and production organization to the level of 
spatial organizations of industry activities. In addition, this thesis attempts to apply 
the conclusions drawn from theoretical analysis to a case study of the china industry 
cluster in Dehua,Quanzhou. The writer launches the research by means of interviews 
and investigation aiming to know the characteristics and defects of its organizational 
structure . 
The thesis has mainly finished the following contents: 
First of all, this thesisr analyzes the organizational nature of industry cluster 
starting from the relationships of the trade subjects in cluster. The cluster is an 
intermediate organization with the features of market and enterprise, but it is not a 
simple combination of market and enterprise. It has special features which are 
organization efficiency, the reverse of asset specificity and innovation networked. 
Secondly, this thesis analyzes the production network, which is combined by the 
relationship of vertical industry chain and the relationship of horizontal competition 
and cooperation, and social network which is embedded in industry cluster network. 
So the institutional characteristic of cluster is the combination of the two.  
Finally, this thesis carries on a case analysis of the china industry cluster in 
Dehua Quanzhou by means of face to face interview and questionnaires. The survey 














enterprises and relationship of competition and cooperation among enterprises in 
order to find out which factors influence networked degree of organization and put 
forward several policy suggestions for the further development of the china industry 
cluster in Dehua. 
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